Sedentary behaviours, characterised by an energy expenditure ⩽1.5 METs (metabolic equivalent of task) while in a sitting or reclining posture, are increasingly prevalent and pervasive in modern society. These include sitting, lying down, reading, driving, watching TV, and other forms of screen-based entertainment. Although TV watching itself does not represent the entire sedentary behaviours, it is the most widespread leisure-time sedentary behaviour of adults in the United States and other western countries ([@bib23]; [@bib37]; [@bib55]) and is effective in ranking individuals by sedentary lifestyle ([@bib16]; [@bib39]). Indeed, epidemiologic studies have linked time spent watching TV with cardiometabolic biomarkers ([@bib16]; [@bib10], [@bib9]) and increased risk of obesity ([@bib31]), diabetes ([@bib30], [@bib31]; [@bib32]; [@bib13]), cardiovascular disease ([@bib53]; [@bib50]), and all-cause mortality ([@bib50]; [@bib55]), independent of physical activity levels. Stronger associations with TV viewing time than with occupational sitting time were also observed ([@bib31]; [@bib40]). A higher likelihood of having eating patterns linked to commercial advertisement and food cues appearing on TV may partially explain the additional deleterious effect of prolonged TV viewing ([@bib1]).

Until recently, sedentary behaviours have not been extensively investigated in epidemiologic studies on cancer. A recent meta-analysis suggests that sedentary behaviours were associated with increased risk of colorectal, endometrial, and lung cancer ([@bib47]). Different mechanisms are proposed and under investigation, but the role of sedentary behaviours in colorectal carcinogenesis is of particular interest as obesity and diabetes are established risk factors for colorectal cancer ([@bib20], [@bib21]; [@bib33]; [@bib12]; [@bib22]). However, previous studies have been focused primarily on occupational sitting time ([@bib17]; [@bib2]; [@bib6]; [@bib8]; [@bib54]; [@bib4]), and the only study that examined TV watching found that time spent watching TV but not total time spent sitting was positively associated with colon cancer (RR (relative risk)=1.61, 95% CI: 1.14--2.27 comparing ⩾9 *vs* \<3 h per day) among men ([@bib29]).

To the best of our knowledge, no study has related sedentary behaviours to the occurrence of colorectal adenoma, the precursor of the majority of sporadic colorectal cancers ([@bib34]). In this study, we evaluated the association of time spent sitting while watching TV as well as its joint influence with leisure-time physical activity on risk of colorectal adenoma among men who had at least one endoscopy between 1988 and 2008 in the Health Professionals Follow-up Study (HPFS). We also evaluated the influence of sitting at work/driving and other sitting at home.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Study population
----------------

The HPFS is a cohort study of 51 529 US male health professionals aged 40--75 years at enrolment in 1986. Participants have been mailed questionnaires every 2 years since baseline to collect data on demographics, lifestyle factors, medical history, and disease outcomes, and every 4 years to report update in dietary intake. The overall follow-up rate was \>94% ([@bib43]). In this analysis, we included participants without diagnosis of cancer (except nonmelanoma skin cancer), ulcerative colitis, or colorectal polyp before 1988. To reduce the potential for detection bias, we further restricted to 31 716 men who reported having undergone at least one sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy between 1988 and 2008. This study was approved by the institutional review board at the Harvard School of Public Health.

Ascertainment of colorectal adenoma cases and controls
------------------------------------------------------

On each biennial questionnaire, we asked whether participants had undergone sigmoidoscopy or colonoscopy; what the indications for these procedures were; whether colon or rectal polyps had been diagnosed in the past 2 years; and if they had the date of diagnosis. When a diagnosis was reported, we obtained informed consent to acquire medical records and pathology reports. Investigators blinded to any exposure information reviewed all records and extracted data on histological type, anatomic location, size, and number of the polyps.

Cases and controls were defined in each 2-year period: all newly diagnosed adenomas (including prevalent adenomas that may have been present for a long time and detected by current endoscopy as well as incident adenomas identified after a previous negative endoscopy, but not recurrent adenomas identified after positive endoscopies) were considered as cases, and all the participants who reported endoscopy but without diagnosis of adenoma were defined as controls. If more than one adenoma was diagnosed, the subject was classified according to the adenoma of the largest size and most advanced histological characteristics. Adenomas in the cecum, ascending colon, hepatic flexure, transverse colon, or splenic flexure were classified as being in the proximal colon. Adenomas in the descending or sigmoid colon were classified as distal and adenomas in the rectum or at the rectosigmoid junction were classified as rectal. We also grouped adenoma cases according to likelihood of developing advanced neoplasia during surveillance (high-risk: at least one adenoma ⩾1 cm in diameter, or with advanced histology (tubulovillous or villous histologic features or high grade or severe dysplasia), or ⩾3 adenomas *vs* low-risk: other adenoma) ([@bib34]), size (large: ⩾1 cm *vs* small: \<1 cm), histology (villous *vs* tubular), and multiplicity (⩾3 *vs* \<3).

Assessment of TV watching and other sedentary behaviours
--------------------------------------------------------

Starting from 1988, participants reported their average weekly time spent watching TV (including videotapes) biennially. The 1988 questionnaire included six response categories (ranging from 0--1 to 40+ h per week). Subsequent questionnaires included 13 response categories (ranging from 0 to 40+ h per week). We also assessed weekly hours of sitting at work, driving, and other sitting at home (including reading, eating, or at desk), respectively, using the same response categories as TV watching since 1990. To capture long-term sedentary behaviour, we calculated cumulative average hours of sitting (TV watching, at work/driving, and other sitting at home) up to the 2-year interval before the time of the current endoscopy. The main analysis of TV watching included 31 065 men with information on TV watching.

Assessment of leisure-time physical activity
--------------------------------------------

Participants reported average weekly time spent on the following activities biennially: walking, jogging, running, bicycling, calisthenics or use of a rowing machine, lap swimming, squash or racquetball, and tennis, and their usual walking pace. From these information, weekly energy expenditure in MET-h was calculated ([@bib1]). Our physical activity questions have been previously validated against physical activity diaries ([@bib5]).

Statistical analysis
--------------------

We analysed sitting while watching TV (0--6, 7--13,14--20, and 21+ h per week) in relation to the risk of colorectal adenoma as the main analysis. We also evaluated whether sitting at work/driving, and other sitting at home was associated with adenoma risk. We then investigated the association between TV watching and risk of adenoma in the proximal, distal, and rectal colon. For proximal adenomas, we conducted sensitivity analysis excluding participants who only had sigmoidoscopy but no colonoscopy. In addition, we stratified by subtypes of adenoma.

To take into account that one person may have undergone multiple endoscopies between 1988 and 2008 and to handle time-varying exposure and covariates efficiently, Andersen-Gill data structure with a new record for each 2-year follow-up period during which a participant underwent an endoscopy was used. Exposure and covariates were set to their values at the time that the questionnaire was returned. Once a participant was diagnosed with adenoma, he was censored for all later follow-up cycles. Age and multivariate-adjusted logistic regressions for clustered data (PROC GENMOD) were used to account for repeated observations (i.e. multiple endoscopies) and calculate odds ratios (ORs) approximating relative risks. Test for trend was conducted using sitting time as a continuous variable. We controlled for the following potential confounders (cumulative updated when applicable): age in 5-year intervals; history of colorectal cancer in a first-degree relative (yes/no); personal history of diabetes (yes/no); height (meter in continuous); alcohol intake (g per day in categories: \<5, 5--9.9, 10--14.9, 15--29.9, and 30+); smoking (pack-years in categories: never smoker, 1--4.9, 5--19.9, 20--39.9, and 40+); regular aspirin use (yes/no); total calorie (kcal per day in quintiles); dietary variables including energy-adjusted total folate (*μ*g per day in quintiles); calcium intake (mg per day in quintiles); red and processed meat intake (servings per day in quintiles); time period of endoscopy (in 2-year interval to capture possible changes in adenoma detection rates); number of endoscopies (continuous); time in years since the most recent endoscopy (continuous); and reason for the current endoscopy (screening/symptoms/other). To fully assess whether observed associations may be explained by unhealthy diet, we adjusted for DASH (Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension Diet) score, instead of individual food/nutrient intake (total folate, calcium, and red and processed meat intake). DASH score is a composite score that features high intakes of fruit, vegetables, legumes, and nuts; moderate amounts of low-fat dairy products; and low amounts of animal protein and sweets ([@bib14]). Adherence to the DASH diet is associated with reduced risk of colorectal cancer ([@bib15]).

We additionally adjusted for leisure-time physical activity (MET-h per week in quintiles) to assess whether the influence of sedentary behaviours were independent of physical activity. We adjusted for body mass index (BMI, kg m^−2^ in quintiles) to assess whether it mediates the association of interest. As BMI is not an accurate indicator of overweight and obesity in the elderly ([@bib52]), we conducted sensitivity analysis adjusting for waist circumference, a measure of abdominal obesity and a potential independent risk factor for colorectal cancer ([@bib51]), among a subsample of men who reported their waist information in 1987 and 1996.

We examined if the association between TV watching and risk of adenoma differed by age, family history of colorectal cancer (yes/no), BMI (\<25, 25--29.9, and 30+ kg m^−2^) and employment status (yes/no). Because employment likely influences the potential amount of time that can be spent sitting while watching TV, it could modify any association with adenoma. We also assessed the joint association of TV watching and physical activity by cross-classifying the two variables. We evaluated interaction by entering a product term of continuous TV watching and the above variables, and the *P*-value for interaction was determined by a Wald test.

To compare the influence of recent and long-term sedentary behaviour (the primary analysis) on risk of adenoma, we conducted sensitivity analysis using only the most recent TV viewing information before each endoscopy. Because adenoma cases in our primary analysis included both prevalent adenoma diagnosed at the first endoscopy and incident adenoma diagnosed after previous negative endoscopies, as exploratory analysis, we restricted to the first endoscopies to assess whether prolonged sitting was more associated with progression of adenoma. All the analyses were performed using SAS v. 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), and the statistical tests were two-sided and *P*-values \<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
=======

During 20 years of follow-up, we documented 4280 newly diagnosed adenomas among 31 065 men who had at least one endoscopy between 1988 and 2008 and reported information on TV watching ([Supplementary Table 1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We calculated the distribution of potential risk factors for adenomas according to categories of sitting while watching TV in 1998 ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Men who spent more time sitting while watching TV were older, had slightly higher BMI, and were more likely to have history of diabetes. These men also spent more time sitting at home reading, eating, or at desk, had higher intake of total energy, and red and processed meat. They were less likely to be employed and had lower intake of folate and calcium. Although men who spent more than 21 h sitting while watching TV per week engaged in less leisure-time physical activity compared with men who watched 0--6 h of TV per week, physical activity levels were similar across the other categories of TV watching.

More time spent sitting while watching TV was significantly associated with increased risk of colorectal adenoma in multivariate analysis ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). When we adjusted for DASH score instead of folate, calcium, and red and processed meat, the ORs were essentially the same (data not shown). The results were similar after adjusting for physical activity as well as after further adjustment for BMI, suggesting that leisure-time physical activity did not confound and obesity minimally mediated the observed association. The ORs (95% CIs) of adenoma across categories of TV watching (0--6, 7--13,14--20, and 21+ h per week) were 1.00 (referent), 1.09 (1.01--1.17), 1.16 (1.06--1.27), 1.10 (0.97--1.25), respectively (*P*~trend~=0.001). Each 14-h increment of TV watching per week was associated with 11% increased risk of adenoma (OR=1.11; 95% CI: 1.04--1.18). Sensitivity analysis controlling for waist circumference instead of BMI showed similar results (data not shown). Other sitting at home (reading, eating, or at desk) (OR per 14-h per week increment=1.08; 95% CI: 1.02--1.16) but not sitting at work/driving was also associated with increased risk of adenoma. For the remaining analyses, we focused on sitting while watching TV and presented results for multivariate analysis adjusting for both physical activity and BMI.

Prolonged sitting while watching TV was associated more strongly with proximal and rectal adenoma compared with distal adenoma ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Excluding men who did not have colonoscopies minimally affected the risk estimates for proximal adenoma ([Supplementary Table 2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Men who spent more time watching TV were slightly more likely to have high-risk compared with low-risk adenoma, which was primarily driven by ⩾3 adenomas ([Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"}).

The positive association between TV watching and risk of adenoma was slightly stronger for men aged 65 years and above compared with men younger than 65 years, men without compared with men with family history of colorectal cancer, among those who were employed (full/part time) compared with retired/unemployed/disabled, and among normal and overweight men than for obese men, although interactions were not significant ([Supplementary Table 3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Leisure-physical activity was associated with lower risk of adenoma (OR~highest\ *vs*\ lowest\ quintile~: 0.87; 95% CI: 0.78--0.97) independent of TV watching. In joint analysis, we observed minimal interaction of TV watching and physical activity levels with risk of adenoma (*P*~interaction~=0.98) ([Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"}). Compared with men who were least sedentary (0--6 h per week) and physically most active (highest quintile), those who were most sedentary (14+ h per week of TV watching) and least active (lowest quintile) had a significant increased risk for adenoma (OR=1.25; 95% CI: 1.05--1.49). The joint association was more pronounced for high-risk (OR=1.29; 95% CI: 1.00--1.66) than for low-risk adenoma (OR=1.06; 95% CI: 0.80--1.40).

The significant positive association between TV watching and risk of adenoma persisted when only the most recent information before each endoscopy was used instead of cumulative average ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). When we restricted to the first reported endoscopy for each man, the association remained similar, suggesting that sedentary lifestyle may be involved in both progression and initiation of colorectal adenoma ([Supplementary Table 4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion
==========

In this prospective analysis nested in a large cohort of men, a sedentary lifestyle, primarily more time spent sitting while watching TV, was significantly associated with an increased risk for colorectal adenoma. This association appeared independent of levels of leisure-time physical activity and minimally mediated by BMI. The association was more pronounced for rectal and proximal compared with distal adenoma, and slightly stronger for high-risk than for low-risk adenoma, driven by multiple adenomas. To the best of knowledge, our study is the first to link sedentary behaviour and a precursor of cancer.

Our findings indicate the potential importance of reducing time spent sedentary, in particular TV viewing time, in addition to promoting physical activity in the prevention of colorectal neoplasia. In particular, being less sedentary and more active reduce primarily risk of high-risk adenoma, which is more likely to progress to colorectal cancer and serves as the major target in screening endoscopies ([@bib56]; [@bib42]). Our observed weaker and null association between other sitting at home (reading, eating, or at desk), sitting at work/driving, and risk of colorectal adenoma, respectively, were consistent with a recent meta-analysis that, for colon cancer, the RR was higher for TV watching (RR=1.54) than for time spent sitting at work (RR=1.24), comparing the highest *vs* lowest levels of sedentary time ([@bib47]). The reasons for these differences across sedentary pursuits were unclear but may be related to measurement errors as well as additional link between TV and unhealthy diet ([@bib31]; [@bib39]).

There are several plausible mechanisms through which sedentary behaviour may increase the risk of colorectal neoplasia. Obesity may represent an intermediate step in the causal pathway ([@bib36]). However, in our multivariate analysis, the odds ratio estimates were hardly changed after adjustment for BMI or waist circumference. Another hypothesis is that prolonged TV watching was associated with increased consumption of unhealthy food ([@bib30], [@bib31]); however, in our study, the positive significant association persisted after adjusting for individual food/nutrient intake (red and processed meat, folate, and calcium) or composite DASH score. Other mechanisms have been postulated. Hyperinsulinaemia and possibly hyperglycaemia may promote colon carcinogenesis ([@bib18], [@bib19]). A meta-analysis of 10 cross-sectional studies showed that, comparing the highest level of sedentary behaviour to the lowest, greater time spent sedentary increased the risk of metabolic syndrome by 73% ([@bib11]). A prospective analysis among 376 middle-aged adults suggested that baseline sedentary behaviour (defined by heart rate observations below an individually predetermined threshold) was independently associated with higher log fasting plasma insulin at follow-up ([@bib28]). In cross-sectional studies, sedentary behaviour was also positively associated with insulin ([@bib24]), insulin resistance ([@bib3]; [@bib48]), and 2-h glucose ([@bib27]). Inflammation ([@bib16]) and loss of muscle contractile activity that leads to suppressed lipoprotein lipase activity and glucose uptake ([@bib25]) may also be involved in the link between sitting time and adenoma/cancer.

Our observation that prolonged sitting while watching TV was associated more strongly with proximal and rectal adenoma compared with distal adenoma requires confirmation by other studies. Indeed, literature concerning physical activity and colorectal cancer by anatomical subsites were inconsistent ([@bib44]) and limited evidence suggested that sedentary behaviour may also differentially affect colon carcinogenesis by subsite ([@bib4]). Of note, identification of potential differential associations between an exposure and risk of colorectal adenoma/cancer by anatomic subsite could provide more insight into the colorectal carcinogenic mechanisms. For example, cigarette smoking is associated with higher risk of CIMP (CpG island methylator phenotype) high ([@bib46]; [@bib7]; [@bib35]; [@bib38]), MSI (microsatellite instability) high ([@bib49]; [@bib7]; [@bib41]; [@bib35]; [@bib38]), and BRAF- (v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1) mutated ([@bib46]; [@bib7]; [@bib35]; [@bib45]; [@bib38]) colorectal cancers, which occur more frequently in the proximal colon. In particular, if our observed stronger association between sitting while watching TV and proximal adenoma were true, decreasing sedentary behaviour may be particularly beneficial for the prevention of proximal adenomas/cancers, which are less detectable and more likely to be missed even in colonoscopies ([@bib34]).

Strengths of our study include the ability to capture long-term sedentary behaviour, minimise measurement errors through asking time spent sitting watching TV explicitly while excluding TV viewing coupled with other non-sedentary activities (e.g. cooking, on treadmills), and control for a variety of potential confounders and mediators. In addition, although the average hours of sitting watching TV (10 h per week) was lower than the national estimates (34 h per week in adults aged 50--64 years) ([@bib37]), a widespread distribution of TV viewing time in our study (an average of 4 h per week among the least and 26 h per week in the most sedentary men) allowed us to assess the potential health benefit of a less sedentary lifestyle. Our study also had several limitations. First, we did not assess time of standing at home/work, which similarly requires low energy expenditure, but physically different from sitting by involving isometric contraction of the antigravity (postural) muscles ([@bib26]; [@bib39]). Whether standing could ameliorate the increased risk of colorectal adenoma and other chronic outcomes associated with too much sitting requires more investigation. In addition, time spent sitting at computer, an increasingly prevalent sedentary behaviour in modern society, was not assessed in our cohort. Second, we only included participants who reported having undergone an endoscopy. However, as adenomas are largely asymptomatic, misclassification of outcome is likely non-differential, that is, not related to sedentary behaviours, and thus influence of such bias if any is likely to be small. Moreover, self-report of endoscopies were reliable in our cohort. A previous review of the medical records obtained from a random sample of 200 patients who reported a negative endoscopic result confirmed the absence of adenomas in all cases. In addition, measurement errors associated with recall of sedentary behaviours as well as potential confounders from the biennial questionnaires were likely; however, they would be non-differential to adenoma diagnosis. Possibility of residual confounding, especially from physical activity, could not be ruled out even though our leisure-time physical activity questions have been previously validated and occupational physical activities engaged by these health professionals were limited. Finally, the generalisability of our data to other populations, particularly women and other racial or ethnic groups, may be limited.

Conclusion
==========

In conclusion, prolonged TV watching is associated with modest increased risk of colorectal adenoma, particularly proximal, rectal, and high-risk adenoma, independent of leisure-time physical activity and not mediated by obesity. Sedentary lifestyle may be relevant in colorectal carcinogenesis. More research is warranted to confirm our findings and studies of time spent sitting while watching TV as well as other sedentary behaviours in relation to the risk of colorectal cancer and survival among colorectal cancer patients are needed.
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###### Age-standardised characteristics of participants according to time spent sitting watching television per week in 1998

                                                                   **Sitting while watching TV (h per week)**                              
  --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Sitting while watching TV (h per week)                                           4.0 (1.8)                    10.1 (2.0)    16.7 (1.9)    25.6 (4.3)
  Sitting at work/driving (h per week)                                            15.8 (11.5)                   16.8 (11.3)   16.3 (11.4)   16.0 (11.9)
  Other sitting at home (h per week)[a](#t1-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                    8.3 (5.8)                    10.8 (6.3)    12.2 (7.2)    13.8 (8.2)
  Age (years)[b](#t1-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                           63.4 (8.5)                   64.5 (8.8)    65.5 (8.9)    67.5 (8.5)
  Screening as indication for the current endoscopy (%)                               84.5                         83.5          90.2          78.8
  Family history of colorectal cancer (%)                                             16.4                         16.4          16.5          15.3
  Personal history of diabetes (%)                                                    5.7                           6.2           7.5           8.5
  Working full/part time (%)                                                          69.9                         66.1          60.1          57.1
  Height (cm)                                                                       178 (7)                       178 (7)       178 (7)       178 (6)
  BMI (kg m^−2^)                                                                   25.4 (3.0)                   25.7 (3.2)    26.1 (3.2)    26.4 (3.4)
  Waist circumference (in)                                                         38.0 (3.8)                   38.5 (3.9)    39.0 (4.0)    39.4 (4.3)
  Physical activity (MET-h per week)                                              33.6 (29.0)                   34.0 (28.7)   33.5 (27.1)   29.4 (26.7)
  Regular aspirin user (%)                                                            50.0                         53.2          54.2          55.2
  Pack-years among ever smokers                                                   21.5 (17.4)                   23.1 (17.5)   23.6 (18.3)   28.2 (19.9)
  Alcohol (g per day)                                                              9.9 (11.6)                   11.1 (12.7)   11.6 (13.5)   12.3 (15.6)
  Total calorie (kcal per day)                                                     1927 (530)                   1954 (517)    1990 (530)    2015 (530)
  Folate (*μ*g per day)                                                            576 (233)                     560 (223)     544 (212)     519 (213)
  Calcium (mg per day)                                                             963 (358)                     937 (336)     907 (320)     898 (320)
  Red meat (servings per day)                                                      6.2 (4.8)                     6.8 (4.9)     7.7 (5.1)     7.9 (5.2)
  Processed meat (servings per day)                                                0.8 (1.1)                     1.0 (1.2)     1.1 (1.4)     1.2 (1.4)
  DASH score                                                                       25.1 (4.5)                   24.4 (4.5)    23.7 (4.6)    23.1 (4.6)

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index; DASH=DietaryApproaches to Stop Hypertension Diet; MET=metabolic equivalent of task.

Sitting at home reading, eating, or at desk.

All values other than age have been directly standardised to age distribution (in 5-year age group) of all the participants who had an endoscopy between 1998 and 2000. Mean (s.d.) was presented for continuous variables.

###### ORs and 95% CIs for TV watching, other sedentary behaviours, and risk of colorectal adenoma, HPFS 1988--2008

                                                                                                                                  **Hours per week**                                                                        
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- --------- -------------------
  **Sitting while watching TV**                                                                                                                                                                                             
  No. of cases (*n*=4280)                                                                                                                1534                1565                 849                 332                             
  Age adjusted[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       1.12 (1.04--1.20)   1.22 (1.12--1.33)   1.17 (1.03--1.32)   \<0.001   1.16 (1.09--1.23)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       1.09 (1.01--1.17)   1.17 (1.07--1.27)   1.11 (0.98--1.26)    0.001    1.11 (1.04--1.18)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                          1.00 (ref.)       1.09 (1.01--1.17)   1.17 (1.07--1.27)   1.10 (0.97--1.25)    0.001    1.11 (1.04--1.18)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"} and BMI[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}       1.00 (ref.)       1.09 (1.01--1.17)   1.16 (1.06--1.27)   1.10 (0.97--1.25)    0.001    1.11 (1.04--1.18)
  **Sitting at work/driving**[d](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                                                    
  No. of cases (*n*=4083)                                                                                                                1097                 994                 742                1250                             
  Age adjusted[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       0.99 (0.90--1.08)   1.04 (0.94--1.15)   0.97 (0.88--1.06)    0.12     0.97 (0.93--1.01)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       0.99 (0.90--1.08)   1.04 (0.94--1.15)   0.97 (0.88--1.06)    0.15     0.97 (0.93--1.01)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                          1.00 (ref.)       0.99 (0.90--1.08)   1.05 (0.95--1.16)   0.97 (0.88--1.06)    0.14     0.97 (0.93--1.01)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"} and BMI[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}       1.00 (ref.)       0.99 (0.90--1.08)   1.05 (0.94--1.16)   0.97 (0.88--1.06)    0.14     0.97 (0.93--1.01)
  **Other sitting at home**[d](#t2-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                                                      
  No. of cases (*n*=4083)                                                                                                                1497                1637                 675                 274                             
  Age adjusted[a](#t2-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       1.08 (1.00--1.16)   1.14 (1.04--1.25)   1.05 (0.92--1.20)    0.01     1.09 (1.02--1.16)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                            1.00 (ref.)       1.07 (0.99--1.15)   1.12 (1.02--1.24)   1.03 (0.90--1.19)    0.04     1.07 (1.01--1.15)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity                                                                     1.00 (ref.)       1.08 (1.00--1.16)   1.13 (1.03--1.25)   1.05 (0.91--1.20)    0.02     1.08 (1.01--1.16)
  Multivariate[b](#t2-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"} and BMI[c](#t2-fn4){ref-type="fn"}       1.00 (ref.)       1.08 (1.00--1.16)   1.14 (1.03--1.25)   1.05 (0.92--1.21)    0.02     1.08 (1.02--1.16)

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index; CI=confidence interval; DASH=Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension Diet; HPFS=Health Professionals Follow-up Study; OR=odds ratio; ref.=referent.

Adjusted for age, time period of endoscopy, number of reported endoscopies, time in years since most recent endoscopy, and reason for current endoscopy.

Additionally adjusted for family history of colorectal cancer (yes/no), personal history of diabetes (yes/no), height (continuous), alcohol intake (\<5, 5--9.9, 10--14.9, 15--29.9 and 30+ g per day), pack-years of smoking (never, 1--4.9, 5--19.9, 20--39.9 and 40+ pack-years), regular aspirin use (yes/no), total calorie (quintiles), energy-adjusted total folate (quintiles) and calcium intake (quintiles), and red and processed meat intake (quintiles); adjusting for DASH score (quintiles) instead of folate, calcium, and red and processed meat did not change the estimates.

In quintiles.

Sitting at work/driving and other sitting at home were assessed since 1990.

###### ORs and 95% CIs for TV watching and risk of adenoma by anatomic location, HPFS 1988--2008

                                                                            **Sitting while watching (h per week)**                                                                        
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- --------- -------------------
  **Proximal colon**                                                                                                                                                                       
  No. of cases (*n*=2257)                                                                     824                            809                 445                 179                             
  Age adjusted[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.07 (0.97--1.18)   1.22 (1.08--1.37)   1.22 (1.03--1.44)   \<0.001   1.24 (1.09--1.42)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.04 (0.94--1.15)   1.17 (1.04--1.32)   1.17 (0.98--1.38)    0.005    1.13 (1.04--1.24)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                  1.00 (ref.)                 1.04 (0.94--1.15)   1.16 (1.03--1.31)   1.15 (0.97--1.37)    0.01     1.12 (1.03--1.23)
  **Distal colon**                                                                                                                                                                         
  No. of cases (*n*=2092)                                                                     738                            781                 402                 171                             
  Age adjusted[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.16 (1.05--1.29)   1.17 (1.03--1.32)   1.19 (1.00--1.42)    0.003    1.14 (1.05--1.24)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.12 (1.01--1.24)   1.09 (0.96--1.24)   1.08 (0.99--1.17)    0.10     1.08 (0.99--1.17)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                  1.00 (ref.)                 1.12 (1.01--1.24)   1.09 (0.96--1.24)   1.10 (0.93--1.31)    0.11     1.07 (0.98--1.17)
  **Rectum**                                                                                                                                                                               
  No. of cases (*n*=734)                                                                      250                            266                 161                 57                              
  Age adjusted[a](#t3-fn2){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.17 (0.99--1.40)   1.38 (1.13--1.69)   1.18 (0.88--1.58)    0.004    1.22 (1.07--1.39)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                 1.00 (ref.)                 1.13 (0.95--1.35)   1.30 (1.06--1.60)   1.10 (0.82--1.48)    0.03     1.16 (1.01--1.33)
  Multivariate[b](#t3-fn3){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                  1.00 (ref.)                 1.13 (0.95--1.35)   1.30 (1.06--1.59)   1.10 (0.82--1.48)    0.04     1.16 (1.01--1.33)

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index; CI=confidence interval; HPFS=Health Professionals Follow-up Study; OR=odds ratio; ref.=referent.

Adjusted for age, time period of endoscopy, number of reported endoscopies, time since most recent endoscopy, and reason for current endoscopy.

Additionally adjusted for family history of colorectal cancer, history of diabetes, height, alcohol intake, smoking, aspirin use, total calorie, folate, calcium intake, and red and processed meat intake.

###### ORs and 95% CIs for TV watching and risk of adenoma by subtypes, HPFS 1988--2008

                                                                            **Sitting while watching TV (h per week)**                                                                                             
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ------------------- ---------- ------------------- -------------------
  **High risk**[b](#t4-fn3){ref-type="fn"}                                                                                                                                                                         
  No. of cases (*n*=1833)                                                                      646                              661                 363                 163                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.10 (0.99--1.23)   1.18 (1.03--1.35)   1.24 (1.04--1.48)   \<0.001    1.17 (1.07--1.28)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.07 (0.96--1.19)   1.11 (0.98--1.27)   1.16 (0.97--1.38)     0.02     1.12 (1.02--1.22)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.07 (0.95--1.19)   1.11 (0.97--1.27)   1.14 (0.95--1.37)     0.03     1.11 (1.01--1.21)   0.78 (0.67--0.91)
  **Low risk**                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  No. of cases (*n*=1606)                                                                      592                              595                 309                 110                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.11 (0.99--1.25)   1.20 (1.05--1.39)   1.09 (0.89--1.34)     0.02     1.12 (1.02--1.24)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (0.97--1.22)   1.16 (1.01--1.34)   1.05 (0.85--1.30)     0.09     1.09 (0.99--1.21)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (0.97--1.22)   1.16 (1.01--1.34)   1.05 (0.85--1.30)     0.09     1.09 (0.99--1.21)   1.01 (0.85--1.19)
  **Large**                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  No. of cases (*n*=1271)                                                                      445                              470                 252                 104                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.14 (1.00--1.30)   1.18 (1.01--1.38)   1.13 (0.91--1.41)     0.01     1.14 (1.03--1.27)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (0.96--1.25)   1.11 (0.94--1.30)   1.05 (0.84--1.31)     0.16     1.08 (0.97--1.21)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.10 (0.96--1.25)   1.10 (0.94--1.30)   1.05 (0.84--1.31)     0.17     1.08 (0.97--1.21)   0.75 (0.62--0.91)
  **Small**                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  No. of cases (*n*=2626)                                                                      943                              948                 532                 203                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.12 (1.02--1.22)   1.28 (1.15--1.43)   1.23 (1.05--1.44)   \<0.001    1.19 (1.10--1.29)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (1.00--1.20)   1.24 (1.11--1.38)   1.19 (1.01--1.39)   \<0.001    1.16 (1.07--1.25)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (1.00--1.20)   1.24 (1.10--1.38)   1.18 (1.01--1.39)   \<0.001    1.16 (1.07--1.25)   0.94 (0.82--1.07)
  **Villous**                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  No. of cases (*n*=852)                                                                       294                              310                 175                 73                                                   
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.13 (0.96--1.33)   1.21 (1.00--1.46)   1.14 (0.88--1.49)     0.12     1.11 (0.98--1.26)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.11 (0.95--1.31)   1.16 (0.96--1.41)   1.10 (0.84--1.43)     0.28     1.07 (0.94--1.22)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.11 (0.94--1.30)   1.15 (0.95--1.40)   1.08 (0.83--1.40)     0.37     1.06 (0.93--1.21)   0.85 (0.68--1.06)
  **Tubular**                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  No. of cases (*n*=2511)                                                                      932                              929                 471                 179                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.10 (1.00--1.20)   1.15 (1.02--1.29)   1.09 (0.93--1.29)    0.005     1.12 (1.04--1.21)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.06 (0.96--1.16)   1.08 (0.97--1.22)   1.03 (0.87--1.21)     0.11     1.07 (0.98--1.16)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.06 (0.97--1.17)   1.08 (0.97--1.22)   1.02 (0.87--1.21)     0.12     1.07 (0.98--1.16)   0.89 (0.78--1.02)
  **⩾3 Adenomas**                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  No. of cases (*n*=600)                                                                       206                              218                 115                 61                                                   
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.14 (0.94--1.38)   1.18 (0.94--1.49)   1.47 (1.11--1.97)    0.004     1.25 (1.08--1.46)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.08 (0.89--1.31)   1.10 (0.87--1.38)   1.35 (1.01--1.80)     0.04     1.18 (1.01--1.38)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.08 (0.89--1.31)   1.09 (0.86--1.37)   1.30 (0.98--1.74)     0.07     1.16 (0.99--1.36)   0.71 (0.55--0.92)
  **1--2 Adenomas**                                                                                                                                                                                                
  No. of cases (*n*=3613)                                                                      1307                            1319                 717                 270                                                  
  Age adjusted[c](#t4-fn4){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.11 (1.03--1.20)   1.22 (1.11--1.34)   1.13 (0.98--1.29)   \<0.0001   1.14 (1.07--1.22)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"}                                                  1.00 (ref.)                   1.08 (1.00--1.17)   1.17 (1.06--1.28)   1.08 (0.94--1.23)    0.005     1.10 (1.03--1.18)            
  Multivariate[d](#t4-fn5){ref-type="fn"} with physical activity and BMI                   1.00 (ref.)                   1.09 (1.00--1.18)   1.17 (1.06--1.29)   1.08 (0.94--1.24)    0.005     1.10 (1.03--1.18)   0.90 (0.81--1.01)

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index; CI=confidence interval; HPFS=Health Professionals Follow-up Study; MET=metabolic equivalent of task; OR=odds ratio; ref.=referent.

OR and 95% CI for highest *vs* lowest quintile of physical activity (MET-h per week).

High-risk adenomas include adenoma ⩾1 cm, or with villous histology, or ⩾3 adenomas.

Adjusted for age, time period of endoscopy, number of reported endoscopies, time since most recent endoscopy, and reason for current endoscopy.

Additionally adjusted for family history of colorectal cancer, history of diabetes, height, alcohol intake, smoking, aspirin use, total calorie, folate, calcium intake, and red and processed meat intake.

###### Joint analysis of TV watching and leisure-time physical activity on risk of adenoma, HPFS 1988--2008

                                                                           **Sitting while watching TV (h per week)**                                           
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------- ------
  **Physical activity**[a](#t5-fn2){ref-type="fn"} **(MET-h per week)**                                                                                         
  **Total adenoma (*n*=4280)**                                                                                                                                     
   Q5                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              279                              288                  195          0.98
    OR (95% CI)                                                                           1.00 (ref.)                   1.06 (0.90--1.26)    1.08 (0.89--1.30)     
   Q4                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              311                              292                  217            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.10 (0.93--1.31)                1.08 z(0.91--1.28)   1.19 (0.99--1.43)     
   Q3                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              304                              306                  246            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.07 (0.90--1.27)                1.10 (0.93--1.31)    1.33 (1.11--1.59)     
   Q2                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              308                              339                  241            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.04 (0.88--1.23)                1.26 (1.07--1.49)    1.24 (1.03--1.49)     
   Q1                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              332                              340                  282            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.10 (0.93--1.30)                1.27 (1.07--1.50)    1.25 (1.05--1.49)     
  **High-risk adenoma (*n*=1833)**                                                                                                                                 
   **Q5**                                                                                                                                                          
    No. of cases                                                                              116                              107                  81           0.91
    OR (95% CI)                                                                           1.00 (ref.)                   0.91 (0.69--1.19)    0.98 (0.73--1.31)     
   Q4                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              128                              115                  98             
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.07 (0.83--1.38)                0.96 (0.74--1.25)    1.15 (0.87--1.51)     
   Q3                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              125                              125                  104            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.02 (0.79--1.33)                1.02 (0.79--1.32)    1.20 (0.92--1.58)     
   Q2                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              122                              147                  102            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        0.93 (0.72--1.21)                1.22 (0.95--1.57)    1.10 (0.83--1.45)     
   Q1                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              155                              167                  141            
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.10 (0.86--1.41)                1.34 (1.04--1.71)    1.29 (1.00--1.66)     
  **Low-risk adenoma (*n*=1606)**                                                                                                                                  
   Q5                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              123                              121                  71           0.30
    OR (95% CI)                                                                           1.00 (ref.)                   1.05 (0.81--1.35)    0.97 (0.72--1.30)     
   Q4                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              108                              125                  77             
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        0.89 (0.69--1.16)                1.09 (0.85--1.41)    1.06 (0.79--1.42)     
   Q3                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              122                              115                  88             
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        1.00 (0.78--1.30)                0.99 (0.77--1.29)    1.19 (0.90--1.58)     
   Q2                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              122                              125                  91             
    OR(95% CI)                                                                         0.98 (0.76--1.27)                1.12 (0.87--1.45)    1.19 (0.90--1.58)     
   Q1                                                                                                                                                              
    No. of cases                                                                              117                              109                  92             
    OR (95% CI)                                                                        0.96 (0.74--1.25)                1.01 (0.77--1.32)    1.06 (0.80--1.40)     

Abbreviations: BMI=body mass index; CI=confidence interval; HPFS=Health Professionals Follow-up Study; MET=metabolic equivalent of task; OR=odds ratio; ref.=referent.

Quintiles of physical activity were defined biennially among men who reported to have an endoscopy during the period. Median physical activity levels (MET-h per week) across quintiles were 67.6 (Q5), 39.7 (Q4), 25.9 (Q3), 15.9 (Q2) and 6.6 (Q1). The model was adjusted for age, time period of endoscopy, number of reported endoscopies, time since most recent endoscopy and reason for current endoscopy, family history of colorectal cancer, history of diabetes, height, alcohol intake, smoking, aspirin use, total calorie, folate, calcium intake, red and processed meat intake, and BMI.
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